Abstract. We discuss relations in particle mass spectrum and consider results of analysis of spacing distributions in nuclear spectra which show a distinguished character of intervals related to the electron mass and nucleon mass splitting.
and 16m e =δ=8175.825keV (from [18] , N-number of periods δ ) Boxed are masses of nucleons and the shift in octet baryon masses (relative to N·16m e ) connected with the particle strangeness S. 
TU I G EFFECT I UCLEAR EXCITATIO S A D BI DI G E ERGIES
Discussed correlations involving the electron mass, nucleon and pion mass splitting, constituent quark masses and masses of vector/scalar bosons were considered as the indication on the Standard Model dynamics [21, 22] . Waiting for the confirmation of Higgs boson mass at LHC [5] we continue the analysis of tuning effects in nuclear data in view of a suggestion by S.Devons [23] that in accurately known nuclear data one can observe an influence of nucleon structure (analogy with optical spectroscopy during the quantum physics development). Discussed relations between SM-parameters shown in Tables 1-2 contain the expression for m e (as QED corrections with different parameters for long and short distances) and relation in nucleon masses-a ratio δm /(n·δ-m n -m e )=8·1.0003(2) [22] . It suggests an unexpected property of long-range correlations in particle masses. Involvement of nuclear data into the check of tuning effect in particle masses is based on a fact that nuclear forces according to C.Detraz [24] are results of a spilling out of quark interaction. Observed relations indicate on the important role of QCD in the SM. (m π -m e , m e /3) and the neutron mass shift nδ-m n -m e discussed in the text. Asterisks mark stable intervals observed in E* and in neutron resonances described in other publications [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , The value ε np is the parameter of nuclear residual interaction [18] . . The quark-parton acquires a momentum-dependent mass function that at infrared momentum (p=0) is larger by two-ordersof-magnitude than current-quark mass (several MeV) due to a cloud of gluons [15] 18 Ne coincide with (7/2)ε o and (9/2)ε o ; neutron separation energy in 14 C concides with 8ε o .
Sum distribution of E* in nuclei with A<150 has a maximum at E*=ε o =1022(2) keV. Sum distribution of E* in Zodd nuclei (Z<30) has a maxima at D o =δm N =1293(2) keV and 2D o [18, 24] . The tuning effect in E* persists in nuclei situated close to different nuclear shells. In Fig. 2 (a,b) F (c,d,e,f) . These stable intervals are presented in bottom part of Table 2 , asterisk marks D observed in other A-regions [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Independent analysis of spacing in 9 non-deformed odd-odd nuclei performed by O.Sumbaev, A.Smirnov and L.Kondurova [32] confirmed the distinguished character of intervals D rationally connected with the value 2m e . Systematic appearance of stable nuclear intervals rationally connected with particle mass splitting 170-340-510 keV-ε o and 160-322-646-1293 keV (Table 2 ) was found in levels of different nuclei including low-spin levels observed in (γ,γ) and (n,γ) reactions. In this work we show such tuning effect in numerous levels from new compilation for light nuclei. Together with long-range correlations in nuclear binding energies they provide a support for the observed correlation between masses of hadrons and leptons (including masses of nucleons and m e ). The general character of tuning effect in nuclear data indicates the dynamical property of the SM condensate: see discussion [33, 34] on the origin of m e and the role of m e in the string theory for explaining the gravitation (see also an estimate of Plank Mass in [35] ). We use F.Wilczek suggestion that top-quark mass plays the distinguished role [36] , and turn attention to relations which connects this well-know mass (m t ) with masses of both leptons and Zboson (M Z =L m e ). Nuclear data provide a possibility to study relations between stable intervals connected with QED correction (relation between intervals of fine and superfine structures shown in the bottom part of Table 2 ) The discreteness in particle masses and in nuclear data with hadronic parameters ∆, ∆M ∆ , M q , M΄΄ q [21, 22] permits to draw attention to the mass grouping effect at 4.0 GeV=∆ o (close to mass of bottom quark m b =4.2 GeV [7] ) found recently [37] . Scaling factor equal to QED radiative correction connects two ratios 1:9:L (=23 9=13.16-1) between m e : ∆ : m µ and M q : ∆ o : M Z with ∆=9m e =δm π and ∆ o =9M q (all shown in the upper section of Table 2 ). The confirmation of such effect could point out that the relation 1:9:L=m e :δm π :m µ may be similar to the relation M q :∆ o :M Z .
